
Local Energy Fairing of B{Spline SurfacesJan HadenfeldAbstract. An algorithm for local fairing of B-spline surfaces of arbi-trary order is presented. This stepwise algorithm is based on the idea ofchanging only one control point in each iteration step. Which point hasto be changed is determined by a ranking-list where all control points aresorted in regard to their corresponding values of a suitable chosen fairnesscriterion. The criterion is chosen in such a way that the problem leads tolinear equations. This method is an extension of an approach for curvefairing [3]. x1. IntroductionIn many cases a B-spline surface is the result of an interpolation or approx-imation of a set of points. Unfortunately in many cases there has to be anafter-treatment, because the surface is nonsmooth. One of the main reasons forthis after-treatment is that the given set of points can contain defects becauseof the digitizing process. Also the higher the degree of the approximationsurface, the higher the tendency to be wavy.Therefore a fairing method is required which assists the designer in pro-ducing a smooth surface. Although the fairness of a surface can only bedescribed in subjective manner, there are always two steps of fairing a givensurface which have to be done:1) Find the undesirable regions.2) Eliminate these regions.According to these two steps there are many methods which can be foundin the literature on fairing surfaces. To detect the undesirable regions of asurface the usage of reection lines [11,14] is very common in modern CADsystems. And with the help of isophotes [16] the continuity of spline surfacesat the segment boundaries can be visualized. Another way is to use thek-orthotomics [10] which are known from optics. Once the regions whichhave to be faired are found, one of these methods can be used for fairing.Unfortunately not all of them work automatically.Our approach was motivated by a method of Farin and Sapidis [6,17] forfairing cubic B-spline curves by subsequently removing and reinserting knots.Mathematical Methods for Curves and Surfaces 203M. D�hlen, T. Lyche, and L. L. Schumaker (eds.), pp. 203{212.Copyright oc 1995 by Vanderbilt University PressISBN 8265-1268-2.All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.



204 Jan HadenfeldIn doing so, they raise the continuity at speci�ed knots by one and reduce inthis way the discontinuities in the slope of curvature between adjacent cubicpieces. Another local fairing method for cubic B-spline curves was developedby Farin [5] whereby the main part is a degree reduction { degree re-elevationstep.They extended their methods described in [5,6,17] to tensor product B-spline surfaces in the following way: First interpreting all rows of the controlnet as control polygons of B-spline curves and fair this curves. Then do thesame for the columns of the resulting control net.Another algorithm for smoothing was developed by Kjellander who ex-tended in [13] his method for cubic curves [12] to surfaces. This method movesa data point to a better location and then interpolates the new data set witha C2 cubic spline. Unfortunately, a large linear system has to be solved andthe undesirable regions of the surface are not found automatically. Moreover,this method is global.In this paper we generalize a strategy which already has been successfullyused for curves [3] to B-spline surfaces. For curves we locally minimize thelinearized strain energy of a thin elastic beam by modifying only one controlpoint in each iteration step. For surfaces we choose in this paper the thinplate energy as the fairness criterion. Moreover we use a so-called ranking-listto detect the undesirable regions which have to be faired.In most papers, a surface is said to be smooth if the energy of a thinplate described by the surface is minimal. In [2], the potential energy of athin elastic plate is given by�P = ZZS a(�21 + �22) + 2(1 � b) �1�2 dS; (1)where �1 and �2 are the principle curvatures of the plate and a; b are constantswhich depend on the material.Choosing a = 1 and b = 0 and following the technical assumption (whichis also common practice) that the plate has only small deections we get anapproximation for the thin plate energy� = ZZAX2uu + 2 X2uv +X2vv dudv: (2)For more details on this linearization, we refer to e.g. [7]. In the next sectionswe will use this linearized energy (2) as our fairness criterion for fairing B-spline surfaces.First, in Section 2 the di�erent stages of the surface during the algorithmare described. In Section 3 the ranking-number is introduced and in Section 4the new control point is calculated with help of this ranking-number. Thenthe ranking-list and the distance tolerance are discussed to create in Section 7an algorithm for fairing B-spline surfaces. Finally, in Section 8 some examplesare shown.



Local Energy Fairing of B{Spline Surfaces 205x2. One Iteration StepThe idea of the fairing algorithm presented here is to minimize a given func-tional by changing only one control point in each step. For this iterativeprocedure, let us introduce the following notations:1) The given (nonfair) B-spline surface of the order (k; l) with the knotsequences U = fuign+ki=0 and V = fvjgm+lj=0 with (u; v) 2 [uk�1; un+1] �[vl�1; vm+1] is described byX(u; v) = nXi=0 mXj=0 dij Ni;k(u) Nj;l(v); (3)with the normalized basis functionsNi;k(u) andNj;l(v) and control pointsdij in general dimension.2) The B-spline surface which has already been faired by a certain numberof iterations by �X(u; v) = nXi=0 mXj=0 �dij Ni;k(u) Nj;l(v): (4)3) And the surface in the next step with the new control point edr1r2 byeX(u; v) = nXi=0 mXj=0(i;j)6=(r1;r2) �dij Ni;k(u) Nj;l(v) + edr1r2 Nr1;k(u) Nr2;l(v): (5)In (5) there are no restrictions to the index (r1; r2) of the new controlpoint edr1r2 . But the B-spline surface is often a part of a set of surfaces andbecause of that it is undesirable to change the boundary curves. And if thesurface already has any continuity with respect to its neighbors, it is alsonecessary to �x more control points to achieve the old continuity. So werestrict the index (r1; r2) by �1 � r1 � n� �1 and �2 � r2 � m� �2.The problem now is which control point has to be changed, and howto �nd the new location for this point. To solve this problem we will nowintroduce the so-called ranking-number.x3. The Ranking-NumberIf we change a control point we want to get the best fairing result in this step,i.e., we are looking for the largest improvement of the energy integral. Thisimprovement can be expressed by the following ranking-numberzr1;r2 = �(�dr1r2 )��(edr1r2 ); �1 � r1 � n� �1;�2 � r2 � m� �2: (6)This ranking-number describes the improvement of the energy integral if wechange the control point �dr1r2 to edr1r2 .Now, maximizing the number zr1;r2 with respect to edr1r2 leads to theproblem of minimization of the energy integral �(edr1r2).



206 Jan Hadenfeldx4. The New Control PointThe new location edr1r2 of the control point �dr1r2 has to be chosen in such a waythat the new surface eX minimizes the energy functional (2). The quadraticform has an unique minimum edr1r2 which is determined by@�(edr1r2 )@edr1r2 != 0: (7)The equation (7) can be solved explicitly for the control point edr1r2 and weobtain edr1r2 = i1Xi=i0 j1Xj=j0(i;j)6=(r1;r2) ij �dij ; (8)with the factorsij = � U2;2i;r1V 0;0j;r2 + 2 U1;1i;r1V 1;1j;r2 + U0;0i;r1V 2;2j;r2U2;2r1;r1V 0;0r2;r2 + 2 U1;1r1;r1V 1;1r2;r2 + U0;0r1;r1V 2;2r2;r2 ; (9)and the abbreviations Um;ni;j = Z u1u0 N (m)i;k (u) N (n)j;k (u);V m;ni;j = Z v1v0 N (m)i;l (v) N (n)j;l (v);and for the limits of the integrals and sumsi0 = maxf0; r1 � k + 1g; i1 = minfr1 + k � 1; ng;j0 = maxf0; r2 � l + 1g; j1 = minfr2 + l � 1;mg;u0 = maxfur1 ; uk�1g; u1 = minfur1+k; un+1g;v0 = maxfvr2 ; vl�1g; v1 = minfvr2+l; vm+1g:It can be shown that the control point edr1r2 is an a�ne combination ofthe involved control points becausei1Xi=i0 j1Xj=j0(i;j)6=(r1;r2) ij = 1: (10)This property (10) can be used to verify the calculation of the integrals. Theycan be exactly calculated with help of quadrature methods like the Gaussianquadrature. For further information about integrating products of B-splinessee [19].



Local Energy Fairing of B{Spline Surfaces 207x5. The Ranking-ListUp to now, we know how to change a control point to get a smoother surface.But which point is the best choice?In Section 3 we have de�ned the ranking-number zr1;r2 . Inserting thesurfaces (3) and (5) in (6), this (positive) ranking-number (6) can be expressedbyzr1;r2 = (�dr1r2 � edr1r2 )2 � �U2;2r1;r1V 0;0r2;r2 + 2 U1;1r1;r1V 1;1r2;r2 + U0;0r1;r1V 2;2r2;r2� ; (11)which is a weighted function of the squared change of the control point �dr1r2 .The weights are just the nominator of the factors (9).Then we want to change the control point with the largest ranking-number. To get the index (r1; r2) of this control point we have to calculate theranking-numbers for all control points which are used. Then this ranking-listhas to be sorted.It should be remarked that the whole ranking-list has to be calculatedonly in the �rst step for all points which can be changed. The reason is thatthe control point edr1r2 inuences only the ranking-numbers zi;j with the indexr1 � k + 1 � i � r1 + k � 1 and r2 � l + 1 � j � r2 + l � 1 and only thisranking-numbers have to be recalculated in the next step.In the previous two sections we can see the reason why it is advantagousto change only one control point in every step. The control point is determinedby an a�ne combination of the involved neighbouring control points and thefactors (9) are very simple to calculate. But if we want to change not only onebut e.g. two control points in every step, then we have to solve (7) for bothcontrol points. This leads to a linear system which can be solved explicitly forboth control points and also these control points are an a�ne combination ofthe involved control points. But the disadvantage is that the representationfor the points is much more complicated than (8) and (9). Moreover we haveto calculate the ranking-list for all combinations of control point if no property(like neighbourhood) is given.x6. Distance ToleranceIt is often necessary to ful�ll a prescribed tolerance � between the originalsurface X and the new surface eX, so we have to take care in every step of theconstraintmaxnjX(u; v)� eX(u; v)j : (u; v) 2 [uk�1; un+1]� [vl�1; vm+1]o � �: (12)But this leads to a nonlinear problem, and so we use an upper bound for (12)(c.f. [18]) jdr1r2 � edr1r2 j � �: (13)Now, if the point edr1r2 does not satisfy the constraint (13), we have tolook for an alternative position ed�r1r2 which minimizes the energy functional



208 Jan Hadenfeld(2) under the constraint (13). This new control point is determined byed�r1r2 = dr1r2 + � edr1r2 � dr1r2jedr1r2 � dr1r2 j : (14)The condition (13) is a good upper bound for (12) if the degree of thespline is small. For more details about the distance tolerance, we refer to [3].x7. The AlgorithmWith the results developed in the last sections we are now able to build anautomatic fairing algorithm for B-spline surfaces:1) Compute the ranking-numbers zij ;�1 � i � n� �1; �2 � j �m� �2.2) Find zr1r2 = maxfzij ;�1 � i � n� �1; �2 � j � m� �2g.3) Compute the new location edr1r2 (resp. ed�r1r2 satisfying the �-constraint(13)).4) If a criterion to stop is ful�lled, then exit, else goto step 1.The �rst criterion to stop is that the ranking-numbers are less than acertain value. And secondly, we restrict the number of iterations of the fairingalgorithm.The calculation of the ranking-numbers (resp. the ranking-list) is themost time-consuming part of the algorithm. A faster strategy is to changemore than one point from the sorted ranking-list. After this, the ranking-listis rebuilt and the process is repeated once again until the criterion to stop isful�lled.In the case that the B-spline surface is to be faired by ful�lling a �-constraint, it is possible that the algorithm hangs up at a certain controlpoint, that means this point is always the �rst one in the ranking-list. So welimit the times each point can be changed during the algorithm.x8. ExamplesNow we will show three nonfair examples to demonstrate the smoothing e�ectof the algorithm described in the last section. In contrast to the �rst examplewhich is an academic one, the second and the third surface belong to practicalapplications.In the following pictures the (non-)fairness is visualized with help of iso-photes. Also the measured error maxijfjX(ui; vj)� eX(ui; vj)jg (calculated at40000 parameter locations (ui; vj)) is given. All the calculations have beendone on an HP 9000/735 workstation.For the �rst example presented here we chose 52�52 control points whichlie on the unit sphere and equidistant knot vectors with k-fold knots at theboundaries to de�ne the given bi-quartic B-spline surface. Note that the B-spline surface is not a part of the unit sphere. Then 1366 inner control points



Local Energy Fairing of B{Spline Surfaces 209
Fig. 1. The isophotes of the perturbed B-spline surface.are perturbed with a maximal deviation of 0:02 with help of random numbers(see Fig. 1). Here a strip of 6 control points on every side is left unchanged.With a given tolerance of 0.02, the smoothing result is shown in Fig. 2.Here, the control points are changed in 23.73 CPU-seconds and a strip of 5control points on every side is left unchanged. In this example the measurederror between the old and the faired surface is 0.012.

Fig. 2. The isophotes after fairing with a tolerance of 0.02.



210 Jan HadenfeldThe second example is a result of a typical least-square approximationof a set of points. The bi-cubic B-spline surface has 10 � 12 segments anduniform knot vectors with k-fold knots at the boundaries. The length of thelargest boundary curve is approximatively 350, and the average perpendicularerror between the surface and the points is 0.726 (see Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. The isophotes of the given bi-cubic B-spline surface.Fairing with no tolerance and with �xed corner control points, the fairingresult is shown in Fig. 4. Here, the algorithm has changed the control points in0.29 CPU-seconds. The measured error between the old and the faired surfaceis 2.157 and the average perpendicular error between the faired surface andthe data points is 1.469.

Fig. 4. The smooth surface faired without a tolerance.The third example is a part of a car-body shape. As in the second examplea set of points has been approximated with a bi-cubic B-spline surface. Thesurface has 52�13 control points and all inner knots have multiplicity (k�1).Then we have removed some inner knots with help of an algorithm describedin [4] to get a minimum continuity of C1 at the inner knots (Fig. 5). Thelength of the largest boundary curve is approximatively 150.With no tolerance, the smoothing result is shown in Fig. 6. Here, thecontrol points are changed in 0.18 CPU-seconds and only the boundary controlpoints resp. the boundary curves are left unchanged. The measured error was1.754. x9. ConclusionIn the present paper an algorithm is described for fairing B-spline surfacesof arbitrary order. Here we have used the linearized thin plate energy asthe fairness criterion. But the developed algorithm is not restricted to this
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Fig. 5. The given B-spline surface.

Fig. 6. The surface after fairing with no tolerance.functional, but also other integrals which are a quadratic form of X(u; v) canbe used. Such a functional is e.g. (see [1])H = ZZAX2uuu +X2vvv dudv; (15)or a functional suggested by Greiner [8]G = ZZA(grad div grad X)2 dudv: (16)These integrals are not discussed here.Acknowledgements. I would like to thank the Bundesministerium f�ur For-schung und Technik for their �nancel support and also Dr. Sarvajit S. Sinhafrom Imageware, who made it possible for me to visualize the quality of thesurfaces with help of their CAD system Surfacer.References1. Brunnett, G., H. Hagen, and P. Santarelli, Variational design of curvesand surfaces. Surveys on Mathematics for Industry 3 (1993), 1{27.2. Courant, R., and D. Hilbert, Methoden der Mathematischen Physik.Zweite Auage. Springer 1931.
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